
Articulate 360 is an annual subscription that makes every aspect of e‑learning course 

development simpler, faster, and less expensive. It gives course creators all the apps and 

resources they need, continuously updated with new features:

Award‑winning authoring apps—Storyline 360 and Rise 360 

—for creating courses that look gorgeous on every device

An ever‑growing library of more than 9 million course assets, including stock 

photos, templates, characters, icons, and videos  

that make it easy to create beautiful courses faster

A web‑based project review app for easily collecting consolidated feedback 

from stakeholders

Live and on-demand training webinars to help your team get up to speed on 

Articulate 360 and grow their skills as course developers

Industry-leading organizations rely on Articulate 
products to simplify e-learning development
 
More than 115,000 organizations in every industry in 167 countries use 

Articulate products to create online and mobile courses. Our customers include 

all 100 of the Fortune 100 companies and all 20 top‑ranked U.S. universities. 

Articulate 360 gives you 
everything you need to create 
engaging, effective e-learning



And customers are seeing results …

71%
of customers have reduced the 

cost of creating training

96% 
of customers say it’s easier to create 

more engaging courses that deliver 

better learning outcomes

“I love the advanced features and continuous updates. I also like the devel-
opment community and access to resources.”
Troy Johnson

“Storyline 360 is the best tool ever!”
Diana Surleac

Interactivity without limits
 
Create any type of interactive e‑learning you can imagine with Storyline 360.  

It’s simple enough for beginners, powerful enough for experts.

• 84% of customers are creating courses faster with Storyline 360  

 than with their previous authoring app 

• 90% of customers say Storyline 360 makes it easier to create  

 courses with custom interactivity
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“Rise 360 is so intuitive, quick, and easy to use.”

“We were paying for a few different subscription services. Content library 360  
has helped us remove some of those and rely more on the library content.”

Danielle Ferretti

Catherine Coleman

Responsive course authoring, done right
 
Rise 360 automatically adapts courses for every device under the sun—you don’t  

do a thing. It’s responsive authoring the way it should be.

• 74% of customers are creating courses faster with Rise 360 than  

 with their previous authoring app 

• 79% of customers say Rise 360 makes it easier to create and  

 deliver beautiful courses quickly to their learners

Get to “Wow!” faster with Content Library 360
 
It’s an ever‑expanding goldmine of images, templates, characters, icons, 

and videos you can add to courses without interrupting your workflow.

• 72% of customers have saved time and money by using the  

 assets in Content Library 360

Rise 360
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“LOVE being able to use Review 360!”

“The webinars are amazing. They teach you not only what needs to be 
done in the tool, but also what is best practice in the industry. Which for 
someone who is just starting up is essential!”

John J. Fanely

Bridget Brewer

Gather project feedback in one place
 
Finish projects faster with Review 360. In one simple web app, you can gather  

and share feedback on all your Articulate 360 content.

• 78% of customers have reduced the time it takes to get stakeholder  

 feedback with Review 360

Exclusive live and on-demand training from industry experts
 
Ramp up on Articulate products and take your e‑learning expertise to new heights. Articulate 

360 Training gives you the training you need on the topics you want 

—all from industry‑leading e‑learning gurus, including Tom Kuhlmann.

• 80% of customers say Articulate 360 Training videos and webinars helped  

 them or their team get up to speed on Articulate 360

Review 360
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“Sharing block templates and using a team subscription really speeds up the process.”
Sally Louise Cox

Give your whole team access to Articulate 360, plus so 
much more
 
Get exclusive collaboration features, simple account management, priority support,  

and team access to award‑winning Articulate 360.

• 74% of customers say the collaborating features in Articulate 360  

 make it faster and easier for their team to create e‑learning

Learn more at articulate.com/360 and start your free 30‑day trial at articulate.com/360/trial.
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